This work sheds the light on an important problem that faces real-world texture classification. That of incorporating textural information present at several scales and the robustness of classifiers to viewing distance and zooming. A Markov Random field framework is considered and the Varma-Zisserman classifier [16] (VZ classifier) is used as a starting point due to its high rates of classification on some difficult datasets (the CUReT dataset for example). A region selector (the scale-saliency algorithm by Kadir and Brady [5]) is incorporated in the VZ classifier to select 'salient' or significant areas in an image and use them for texture classification. The performance of this method on several datasets is discussed and analysed (namely the CUReT and the Brodatz datasets). The VZ classifier is then updated to include multiscale information and use that for classification, which improves the performance of the VZ classifier for the CUReT dataset but shows lower classification rates for the Brodatz dataset. The reasons relating to the type of textures present in each dataset are discussed. Finally, a discussion of real-world data classification is given with a summary and future directions.
Introduction
The use of Markov Random Field (MRF) models within texture research has been increasing in popularity throughout recent years. An MRF model is based upon the assumption that a pixel's intensity distribution is conditionally dependent upon only the local neighbourhood, and independent of the rest of the image. A non parametric MRF seeks to capture and represent local neighbourhood statistics without using a specific local parametric image model. Varma and Zisserman [15, 16] use non parametric MRF models to incorporate local neighbourhood properties for the purpose of texture classification. Due to the very good rates of classification obtained by their method (abbreviated as the VZ classifier), it is used as a benchmark for comparison with the methods developed in this work. Texture Synthesis is also an area where MRF approaches have been proven to work well, as demonstrated by Efros and Leung [4] , Paget and Longstaff [11] and Zalensy and Van Gool [17] .
Within this work a novel way of automatically determining scale selection within the MRF classification framework is proposed. Here a region selector at various different scales is used to identify salient areas of the texture (in this case using Kadir and Brady's scale saliency algorithm [5] ). Selected areas are then clustered and used to give a texture description, this classifier is developed in section 4. The effects of boosting (or zooming neighbourhoods at different scales) is then proposed as a way to improve the performance of the classifier. Finally a classifier is developed (in section 4.2) to include multiscale information without using region selection. This classifier displayed improved recognition classification performance upon the CUReT data set compared to the standard VZ classifier. A summary and discussion of the work is given along with directions for future work (section 5).
Why scale is important
Within this paper the effects of scale upon the VZ classification are investigated. Scale refers to the resolution at which a texture is imaged. The experiments conducted by both Varma and Zisserman [16] and Hayman [3] have shown that in most cases, to classify textures spanning several scales, the VZ classifier performs well if explicitly trained on samples over several scales, otherwise a drop in performance is observed. Lazebnik et al. [14] also report a drop in performance when using their own database in both training and testing in conjunction with the VZ classifier. The authors (in [14] ) also show the dependence of the VZ classifier on requiring a large number of training images to generate good texture models, raising many questions which motivated this work. An important issue is the effect of neighbourhood size (or scale in which features are considered) on the VZ classifier (section 4).
VZ Classifier -A Review
In this section, the VZ classifier [15, 16] is introduced briefly as it forms the basis of subsequent investigation which is presented in the following sections. The assumption behind this method (and most MRF methods) is that texture can be represented using local descriptors. The model assumes that a pixel is conditional upon only its neighbourhood and is independent of the rest of the image (as shown in equation 1).
Where x is the neighbourhood region and x c is the centre pixel. I is the current image. N (x c ) consists of all the sites included in the neighbourhood of x c .
The VZ classifier identifies these local descriptors by extracting fixed sized local neighbourhood regions taken from the images themselves. These neighbourhood descriptors are clustered using the k-means [2] algorithm, thus producing a set of representative textons per texture class. These textons are recorded in a texton dictionary which records all of the cluster centres (textons) for all samples within the dataset. To build a representation of a new texture, the texton dictionary is used to label images. For each neighbourhood within an image the closest texton in the dictionary is identified (closeness is defined in terms of Euclidean distance, using the intensity values). Once this labelling is complete, a probability density function (pdf) is built by forming a normalised histogram of the labelled pixels. To classify a texture as belonging to a certain class, the χ 2 [12] is used as a dissimilarity measure within a nearest neighbour classifier. Although other classifiers have shown some improvement in classification accuracy (Hayman et al. [3] used support vector machines as their classification method), the nearest neighbour classification scheme is used in this work in order to directly compare results with those of the original VZ classifier presented in [16] . Three versions of the VZ classifier will be used in this work: 'Joint' refers to using the central pixel as part of its neighbourhood for texton dictionary formation, 'Neighbourhood' refers to excluding it from the neighbourhood area when forming the dictionary and 'MRF' refers to each texton representing a histogram of the central pixels intensity distribution.
Datasets
To measure the performance of the classifier, the CUReT [7] dataset is used. This dataset contains 61 different textures which are imaged at differing and regular viewpoints and illumination. Each class contains a total of 92 texture images which are used by the classifier. This set was divided in half, with half used for training and the other half used for testing (a few examples are given in figure 1 ). Examples were first converted to greyscale before use so that classification was based upon the textural features and not the colour distributions of the samples.
Although the CUReT dataset provides many images of natural textures, regular and synthetic texture types are not so well represented. This was the motivation behind using another dataset. The Brodatz dataset [1] is well known throughout computer vision literature, and provides several patterned and synthetic textures. This dataset is a collection of single high resolution images, where each image represents a single class, as such there is no intra class illumination or orientation variation within the dataset 1 . To generate a usable dataset from the collection, images were partitioned into 16 non overlapping image windows. These 16 image segments are then divided with half forming the training set and half forming the testing Figure 1 : Variations within images in the CUReT dataset from the imaging conditions. The top row shows images from the same texture class that look different due to variations in lighting and orientation conditions. The bottom row displays textures that look similar although they are from different classes. The CUReT dataset displays high intra class variability and some similarities between different texture classes which makes classification a challenging problem.
set. Some examples are given in figure 2. All images are in greyscale. Table 1 shows the results of applying the VZ classifier method on the CUReT dataset, for the three versions mentioned in section 2. Table 2 : Classifier Results for the Brodatz data set, using a dictionary of 10 textons per image class result is that using 3 × 3 neighbourhood sizes produces significantly worse performance than any other size for both datasets. Other neighbourhood sizes show very little variation (less than 1% difference in performance across neighbourhood sizes 5,7 and 9). In the case of the Brodatz dataset neighbourhood size 7 × 7 clearly outperforms all other neighbourhood sizes by a margin of around 1%.
MRF Results

Incorporating Scale in the VZ classifier
As given in [15, 16] , the VZ classifier uses a pre-determined and fixed neighbourhood size (scale) for texton dictionary generation. The following section investigates the effects of incorporating multiscalar information within the classifier. In section 4.1.1, region selectors are used to locate salient areas within an image at different scales and use them for classification. Section 4.2 uses multiscalar information directly in the VZ classifier without going through region selection.
Region Selection
Region selectors provide an attractive proposition within texture modelling. The hope is that by extracting interesting (as deemed by a region selector) areas of the texture, a descriptive multiscalar model can be built. By only extracting a subset of the features present in an image it is hoped that the focus would be on those features which describe the texture well. Among methods that can be used to select salient (or most informative) regions in an image, the scale-saliency method of Kadir and Brady [5] has proved to perform well and will be used in the following section.
Scale Saliency
The scale saliency approach of Kadir and Brady [5, 6] provides a region selector which is capable of selecting salient areas and providing the scale at which they are most salient. Thus salient areas can be selected at several scales, providing multiresolutional textural features. Scale saliency works by identifying regions where the entropy of the local regions intensity distribution is highest (and therefore the most unpredictable) and combines this with an intra scale measure to determine the scale at which the region is most unpredictable. In order to compare all scale sizes present in an image, only those pixel locations which are within Clustering is done per scale to form textons which are to be used in the construction of the texton dictionary.
The scale saliency region detector is incorporated in the VZ classifier in its first stage. Clustering is done per scale after selecting the scale-salient areas for each scale and for each image. An example is clustering the regions with size 5×5 and 7 × 7 regions separately. The range of scales (neighbourhood sizes) varies from 3×3 up to 30×30 on images that were 200× 200 pixels in size. The dictionary is therefore significantly larger than before when only a fixed neighbourhood size was chosen (the original VZ method).
When building image models the scale saliency algorithm is again run to identify salient areas within the image. Only the salient areas are then labelled (or matched) with textons from the dictionary. Neighbourhoods are labelled using textons in the dictionary which are the same scale, again using the Euclidean distance to determine which texton is closest. Texton pdfs are then created as before, classification remains unchanged with texton pdfs being classified using the nearest neighbour method. It was noted that using this simple method that dictionary sizes tended to be quite large. Typically an image would generate around 10 different scales, each of these scales would generate K cluster centres so the dictionary size would be K × 10 × numclasses, where numclasses is the number of texture classes (or image types) to classify.
A problem that region selection could face while selecting textural features at multiple scales is that some textural features which describe a certain type of texture (grass for example) could appear at different scales (due to the distance of the object from the camera). The algorithm described above clusters the features per scale and fails to realise that we are actually considering the same textural feature. A way of overcoming this is to boost (expand or contract) the scalesalient regions selected to a standard scale. These regions are then clustered together and entered into the global texton dictionary. To build the texton pdf, neighbourhood regions are extracted using the saliency algorithm. These regions are then boosted to the standard size and labelled by finding the closest match contained within the texton dictionary. The other steps of the algorithm remain unchanged. Table 3 shows the results of incorporating scale-saliency in the VZ classifier, then using boosting to standardise the selected areas and classify the images in the dataset. By boosting the extracted regions to a specified size the classification performance shows a notable improvement of around 10% for the CUReT dataset and 4% for the Brodatz dataset (compared to just using the scale-saliency selected areas without boosting). Even though boosting improves the performance of the scale-saliency VZ classifier, the classification rate is significantly below that of the MRF classifier (original VZ classifier) which does not use a region selector, given in tables 1 and 2.
Results
CUReT Brodatz Scale-saliency VZ 75.44% 78.38% Boosted scale-saliency VZ 85.996% 82.207% Table 3 : Results using the scale saliency classifier and the boosted scale saliency classifier. Results are the percentage of correctly classified textures.
Issues with Region Selection
Many region selectors are developed with specific image processing applications, such as object recognition or tracking in mind. Those areas which are deemed important for the task are retained whilst others are ignored. In this particular case those areas which are ignored do contain information which is important for texture modelling and classification using the approach described here. The authors have also experimented with other scale based region selectors including Lowe's SIFT descriptors [9] which also proved to be unsuitable for use within this framework as many textures are uniform and so for many classes of texture few regions are selected leading to poor texture models.
Multiscale Classification in the VZ Classifier
Although the previous section presented a classifier which incorporated multiscale information, this information was restricted to only the areas which were deemed to be of interest by the scale saliency algorithm. However, the lower classification rates suggest that some of the textural information which was used by the original VZ classifier was missed by scale-saliency region selection.
In order to allow the VZ classifier to incorporate all the information available across multiple scales, the original VZ classifier (without automatic region detection) was adapted in the following way. For dictionary construction, textons were considered at multiple scales (3,5,7 and 9) using the original VZ method to cluster the useful textons per scale. Throughout this experiment the same dictionaries used to generate the results reported in section 3.1 are used to allow a direct comparison between methods. The clustering at multiple scales gives a single global texton dictionary which includes textons over four different neighbourhood scales (3,5,7 and 9) . Ideally all possible scales should be used to to build a true multi-scale model. However, only these four scales were selected since both the results of table 2 and those obtained by Varma and Zisserman proved that increasing neighbourhood sizes beyond a certain level does not have to lead to an improvement in classification. In some datasets, such as the Brodatz dataset, increasing the neighbourhood size more than 7 × 7 led to a deterioration in classification rates (table 2) . Computational limitations particularly in regards to storage space also prohibit considering a very large number of scales.
Each image (from the test set) is labelled by finding the closest texton to the neighbourhood. This process is carried out for the different scales contained in the dictionary. This represents each image as a n × m matrix where n is the number of textons in the dictionary and m is the number of scales. The image is labelled m times using different scales to create a matrix representation of the texture image, in this case the models are made up of 4 by 610 matrix as we use four different scales and a dictionary of 610 textons. To compare the texture models the χ 2 dissimilarity measure is again used over all elements in the matrix within a nearest neighbour classifier.
When using the multiscale representation with a dictionary of 610 textons for each scale (10 per texture class), the multiscale VZ method achieves a 96.33% which provides an improvement over the VZ classifier with a single scale (using only the joint and neighbourhood representations in figure 1 ) which gave an accuracy of 95.83%. The MRF version was not used due to Curet Brodatz 96.33% 85.73% When incorporating all scales into the model, results are vastly improved compared to the case of using region selectors. In the case of the CUReT dataset the improvement in results can be attributed to there being no particular 'optimal' window size to use when using the VZ classifier (see table 1 ). Therefore the combination of many similarly performing neighbourhood sizes leads to an improvement in classification performance. In the case of the Brodatz dataset the 7 × 7 window size performs significantly better than any other neighbourhood size. Here the combining of scales does not produce the best performance due to the variation across scales and the clear identification of an 'optimal' neighbourhood size.
Local Descriptor Limitations
A more general version of the problem exists, even if all neighbourhoods within an image are considered (as in the original and multi-scale classifiers), it is not possible to capture the spacial arrangement and positioning of textons. If there exist two different classes of texture which differ on only the spacial arrangement of textons then using only local descriptors the classifier will be unable to distinguish between them. The relatively high classification rates for both the Brodatz and the CUReT datasets indicate that most of the texture classes contained within these datasets are not differentiated by spacial features alone.
Real World Data
This section considers the impact of zooming level variations upon texture which are present in real world data sets. By altering the zooming level at which a texture is imaged, new features will become visible (see for example figure 4). Previous methods [8, 9, 5, 6] did not incorporate this type of information into their definition of scale. Here the effects of classification upon this type of data are investigated.
Hayman et al. [3] created the KTH TIPS [10] dataset which contains 10 textures from the CUReT dataset where additional zoomed information is available. In this work, a similar approach to that presented in [3] is followed where the classifier is trained upon textures from the CUReT dataset and images from the KTH TIPS dataset are used as the test set, these results are shown in figure 5.
All methods performed poorly when training upon CUReT and testing upon the KTH TIPS dataset. The best classification Also notice how the first texture is not well focused, this is a common problem when taking images which are extremely close on standard imaging equipment.
Classifier
Accuracy VZ Best (7x7) 42.3457% Scale Saliency 39.7531% Scale Saliency Boosted 40.062%
Multi Scale 40.4930% Table 5 : Results of classifying KTH TIPS images performance is obtained using the VZ-MRF classifier using a 7×7 neighbourhood size. The reason for the poor performance stems from the fact that there is too much detail variation present within the testing set and so training upon only nonzoomed images is insufficient to capture this detail variation.
Conclusion and Future Work
Within this paper the effects of scale and texture representation on MRF classifiers have been discussed. The main contribution of this work has been in adapting the VZ texture classifier to include texture regions where the scale has been automatically selected. Previously a fixed manually selected scale was used throughout the classification process. It has been demonstrated that the inclusion of scalar information into the VZ texture model can increase classification performance for certain datasets (notably the CUReT dataset) . The other main contribution of our work is in demonstrating that region selectors are not always appropriate for building texture models as they may miss information which is important for texture classification.
A possible extension to the classifier to cope with zooming variations is to apply a boosting approach and explicitly learn regions from zoomed images (illustrated in 5). It would be hoped that zoomed information could be accurately represented in this way and an improvement in performance could be gained similar to that observed when boosting was incorporated into the scale saliency classifier (see figure 3) , given that no significant aliasing effects are introduced due to boosting. Figure 5 : Orange Peel texture from the KTH-TIPS dataset shown over zooming levels 1-6. Using a boosted approach across a multi scale dataset. Here the region is boosted to a standard size from each of the separate images. The region is now similar across all zooming levels of the image making it consistently represented across all zooming levels.
Another possibility for future research is to attempt to incorporate texton positioning information into the texture representation scheme. Previous work by Paget and Longstaff [11] attempted to incorporate larger scale texture effects for the purposes of texture synthesis. This approach may be applicable to texture classification, and it would be interesting to see if the spacial positioning of the textons plays an important role in texture classification in a non parametric MRF framework.
